topseos Ranks PageTraffic 2nd Best SEO
Company in India
Thursday, February 12, 2009
The ranking of the best search engine marketing companies by topseos for the month of February is out.
PageTraffic, the company known for its strategy setting and niche clientele, has been rewarded again for
its efforts. The company has an impressive list of dedicated clients who have benefitted from its more
than 7 years of comprehensive SEO services.

The secret behind our
success lies in our
constancy in a few factors
and quick adaptation in
others. While our teams of
researchers and analysts
have considerably expanded,
we still dedicate the same
number people and working
hours to each client as ever.

Navneet Kaushal, CEO,
PageTraffic, credits the
company's technical
expertise, ethical practice
and commitment to
clients' goals for the
continuing success. "The
secret behind our success
lies in our constancy in a
few factors and quick
adaptation in others.
While our teams of
researchers and analysts
Hire Full Time SEO Consultants
have considerably
expanded, we still dedicate the same number people and working
hours to each client as ever."
In one of the most rigorous rankings, topseos analyses over 4000
firms from across the world. PageTraffic has been ranked 2nd best
SEO Company in India and 28th amongst SEO firms across the
US. This is the latest addition to numerous awards and
accreditations that the company has won over the years.
Get Data, Airways Hotel, Custom Embossers, Stellar are few of
the company's long standing clients who have benefitted from its
constant processes of upgradation and SEO expertise. In addition
to the goal oriented strategy setting, 24/7 customer support, the
most advanced project management system and absolute
accountability eases the process for clients.
Boasting one of the best client retention rates in the industry,
PageTraffic is a lesson in client satisfaction. On the occasion,
Navneet Kaushal also announced that press release submission,
social media marketing and article submission services will be
offered to all new clients. Existing clients have been automatically
upgraded to all of these services at no extra cost.
Such pro-active approach has helped PageTraffic make the best of

the worst times. Word-of-mouth PR by its clients has helped the company acquire new clients, scale its
business, expand its workforce and open a new office in New Delhi.
"The recognition by topseos has come at a great time. Yesterday, subscriptions to the PageTraffic SEO Blog
crossed 1800 and it spread cheers around to see our hard work recognised. PageTraffic has also received
wide media coverage lately and we hope to remain in news through our clients."
About PageTraffic
PageTraffic founded in 2002 is a premier search engine positioning company with head office in New Delhi
and sales office in Chicago. Trusted for result-oriented and effective SEO services, Page Traffic provides
search engine optimization, link building and persuasive SEO copywriting services. PageTraffic is also
known for its unique full time offshore consultants offerings under which dedicated SEO consultant works
offshore 40 hrs a week exclusively for a client. The company has above 650 satisfied clients from all over
the world.
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